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Abstract

We use a lab-in-the-field experiment to explore the influence of parents and
peers in shaping adolescents’ beliefs on whether they are better in male-typed
fields (math) versus female-typed fields (literature). We find that thinking about
parental recommendation affects students’ beliefs on their comparative advantage
in math with respect to literature in a gender-stereotypical way: conditional on
ability, girls are 33% more likely to think they are better in literature when they
expect their mothers to recommend it, and boys are 15% more likely to think they
are better in math when they expect their fathers to recommend it. Our results
also show that while peers do not influence boys’ beliefs on their comparative
advantage, girls are less confident in their relative ability in math compared to
literature when they must interact with male students in areas outside their gender’s
domain.
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1 Introduction

Educational choices are still highly segregated by gender in most countries around the
world (Altonji et al., 2012; Blau and Kahn, 2017), with women persistently underrep-
resented in highly remunerated fields, such as science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM), and men underrepresented in areas such as the humanities, edu-
cation, and health (Delfino, 2019).1 The gender gap in the field of study appears early
on in students’ lives and generates long-lasting consequences, affecting labor market
opportunities, well-being, and overall economic development (Kirkeboen et al., 2016;
UNESCO, 2017; Black et al., 2021). Skills, comparative advantage, and self-confidence
in different fields are important predictors of educational choices but are likely to be
influenced by norms and interactions with others, such as parents and peers (Breda
and Napp, 2019; Carlana, 2019; Eble and Hu, 2022). Parents can affect children’s be-
liefs and behavior through making recommendations, transmitting cultural traits, invest-
ments, and role modeling (Giustinelli, 2016; Doepke and Zilibotti, 2017; Dizon-Ross,
2019; Attanasio et al., 2022). Simultaneously, peer pressure may shape adolescents’
choices through exposure, interaction, and willingness to conform to others’ behaviors
(Brenøe and Zölitz, 2020; Bursztyn et al., 2019). This implies that if parents and peers
hold gender-stereotypical beliefs, they may cause beliefs distortion on the perceived
ability of children, perpetuating gender segregation in the field of study (Bordalo et al.,
2019; Coffman, 2014).

In this paper, we design a lab-in-the-field experiment and collect unique data among
2,511 Italian middle school children to investigate how parents and peers shape ado-
lescents’ beliefs on their comparative advantage between math and literature. We elicit
students’ subjective beliefs by asking them to choose the subject they expect to give a
higher number of correct answers in a test including questions in both domains. Im-
portantly, students’ choices between the two subjects is positively correlated with their
ability, as measured by administrative grades and their actual decision of the high school
track. However, both genders systematically overestimate their comparative advantage
in the gender-stereotypical field; i.e., boys are more likely than girls to choose math
even if they have a comparative advantage in literature, and girls are more likely than
boys to choose literature even when they are better in math.

Before reporting the subject in which they believed to be better, students were ran-
domly assigned to five treatment arms. To test the influence of parents, we asked them
to think about whether their mother would recommend them to choose math or litera-

1Appendix Figure A.I reports the share of female and male graduates across OECD countries. Men
are substantially overrepresented in STEM majors and women in non-STEM majors.
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ture (Treatment 1: Mothers’ Recommendation); asked students to think about whether
their father would recommend them to choose math or literature (Treatment 2: Fathers’

Recommendation); and told them that their choice may be revealed to their parents
(Treatment 3: Disclosure to Parents). The rationale for these treatments is to study the
influence of mothers and fathers on their child’s choice. Plausibly, parents have daily
interactions and discussions with their children, and, in general, it is therefore very diffi-
cult to identify their role on their children’s educational choices. With these treatments,
we can isolate parents’ influence by increasing the salience of perceived parental rec-
ommendations. With Treatment 3, we test whether there is an additional effect induced
by the observability of their choice by the parents.

To study the influence of peers, we informed students that their choice would be
observed by their classmates (Treatment 4: Disclosure to Peers) or that they would
also have to collaborate in an additional task with the classmates who chose the same
subject, either math or literature (Treatment 5: Interactions with Peers). The purpose
of Treatment 4 is to investigate whether students are concerned about the public dis-
closure of their own choice to classmates (Bursztyn et al., 2017): by choosing math,
for example, girls may signal unconventional or even undesirable traits to their male
classmates, such as a preference for competitiveness and ambition (Buser et al., 2017),
while boys, by choosing literature, may signal “soft” traits that do not conform with
gender-stereotypical views (Makarova et al., 2019). The purpose of Treatment 5 is to
investigate whether the desire to avoid interactions with opposite-gender peers is con-
tributing to gender segregation in the chosen field of study (Robnett and Leaper, 2013):
when students choose it, they jointly pick the subjects and the peers they will interact
with during high school. For example, by choosing a scientific area, a student will study
more math but also will likely spend more time with male peers given the field’s gender
segregation. Similarly, by choosing a humanistic subject, the student is likely to spend
more time with female peers.

In addition to the experiment, we also collect survey data on students and their par-
ents, eliciting information on implicit gender stereotypes (through a gender-science im-
plicit association test (IAT)), explicit gender stereotypes, high school track interests,
friendship networks, socio-economic background, and actual parental recommenda-
tions. Finally, we assemble administrative data from the Italian Ministry of Educa-
tion on teacher-assigned grades in math and literature before the experiment and stu-
dents’ high school choice after the experiment. Administrative data are important to
test whether the perceived comparative advantage in math versus literature in the exper-
iment reflects students’ actual ability and their future high school track choice. How-
ever, given the short-term nature of our treatments, it would not be realistic to expect
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long-term treatment effects on actual high school choices. After the experiment, stu-
dents from all treatment arms were equally exposed to parental recommendations and
peer pressure.

Our first result shows that simply thinking about mothers’ recommendations (Treat-
ment 1) exacerbates the gender gap: it decreases the probability that girls choose math
by around 10 percentage points but does not influence the perceived comparative ad-
vantage of boys in math with respect to literature. Thinking about fathers’ recommen-
dations (Treatment 2) negatively influences the probability to choose math for girls
and positively for boys, but the impact is not statistically significant at conventional
level. However, we expect different treatment effects depending on what students per-
ceive as recommendations from their mothers and fathers. We found that, on average,
when girls believe their mother would recommend literature, the probability of them
choosing math decreases by 53% compared to girls with the same belief in the control
group. While boys’ perceived comparative advantage in math compared to literature
is not influenced by reflecting on their mother’s recommendation, it is influenced by
their father’s: when boys believe their fathers would recommend math, their probabil-
ity of choosing it increases by 15% compared to similar students in the control group.
These findings suggest that increasing the salience of parents’ perceived recommen-
dation influences children’s perceived comparative advantage between math and liter-
ature. Consistent with the literature, we find that mothers have a stronger influence
on their daughters’ schooling decisions and fathers have a stronger influence on their
sons’ decisions (Attanasio and Kaufmann, 2014). Our results highlight the crucial role
of parents in shaping children’s self-confidence in different fields: gender-stereotypical
recommendations of parents who are the same gender as their child induce equally able
children to segregate into different fields, pushing more girls into literature and more
boys into math, thus exacerbating gender stereotypes in the choice of field. The treat-
ment effect of the potential disclosure of students’ comparative advantage to parents
(Treatment 3) is not statistically significant at conventional level.

Our second set of results shows that students do not change their decision when they
expect their classmates to observe their choice. Adolescents in our sample, both girls
and boys, are not concerned about the public disclosure of their own field of inter-
ests to classmates, in contrast to what happens at higher educational levels, when they
are closer to marriage age and avoid signaling ambition to single male classmates by
“acting wife” (Bursztyn et al., 2017). Although observability is not an issue for girls,
interaction with peers matters for them: the probability of choosing math for female
students decreases by 9 percentage points when they must collaborate with classmates
choosing the same subject. The effect is driven by girls who expect to be a gender
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minority among students choosing math, with a 35% decrease in their probability of
choosing math (16 percentage points).

This paper contributes to three strands of literature. First, it contributes to a better
understanding of the determinants of gender-stereotypical choices in students’ field of
study. High school track choice has long-lasting consequences on college majors and
future job prospects (Kirkeboen et al., 2016; Anelli and Peri, 2019). There is still a
vivid debate on whether the gender gap in track choice comes from innate differences
in brain functioning or ability between boys and girls as opposed to culture and social
conditioning (Baron-Cohen, 2005; Guiso et al., 2008; Nollenberger et al., 2016). Gen-
der differences in competitiveness (Buser et al., 2014; Almås et al., 2016), comparative
advantage in reading with respect to math (Breda and Napp, 2019), self-confidence
(Kamas and Preston, 2012), or interests (Bian et al., 2017) may induce girls to avoid
scientific fields. However, culture, exposure to stereotypes, and role models since early
childhood affect the development of preferences, interests, and the association between
gender and fields (Tungodden, 2022; Carlana, 2019; Lavy, 2008; Breda et al., 2020;
Porter and Serra, 2019; Canaan and Mouganie, 2021). Compared to these papers, we
develop a creative measure of perceived comparative advantage in different fields and
show that it is highly correlated with actual high school track decision. We then focus
on understanding the role of crucial actors in the life of adolescents (parents and peers)
and how exposure to gender-stereotypical influences at home and at school may lead to
the exacerbation of gender gaps in educational decisions.

Second, the paper contributes to the theoretical and empirical literature on the influ-
ence of parents and older siblings on children’s preferences and decisions (Doepke et al.,
2019; Lizzeri and Siniscalchi, 2008; Giustinelli, 2016; Bergman, 2015; Altmejd et al.,
2021; Brenøe, 2021). Parents may directly or indirectly influence children’s choices
and induce them to behave in a direction congruent with their transmission effort (Bisin
and Verdier, 2011). Among the studies able to empirically identify the role of parents
on the field of study, Dahl et al. (2020) find that if the father or the mother graduates in a
certain field, their son is more likely to follow their track, while these effects are muted
for daughters. Another recent paper by Tungodden (2022) studies the effect of parents
in shaping their children’s willingness to compete, showing that parents choose more
competition for boys than for girls. Finally, Cheng et al. (2017) test the extent to which
the mindsets of a student’s parents regarding math ability influence their mindset on
math ability and longer-term STEM-related outcomes. Unlike these studies, we design
a lab-in-the-field experiment to investigate the causal effect of parental influence on stu-
dents’ perceived comparative advantage in different fields and disentangle whether the
effect is driven by the activation of mothers’ or fathers’ perceived recommendation or
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by parents’ observability of students’ choices.
Third, we contribute to the growing literature looking at the effect of peer and hor-

izontal socialization on educational outcomes and, more specifically, on track choices
(De Giorgi et al., 2010; Black et al., 2013; Hill, 2015; Anelli and Peri, 2019; Zölitz and
Feld, 2020; Born et al., 2020; Zölitz and Feld, 2020). While most of the previous papers
examine how classes’ gender composition affects future academic decisions, we attempt
to investigate two mechanisms through which peers might influence high school track
choices: i) conformity to prevailing norms, where students may care about how they are
perceived by their peer group and avoid unconventional choices to signal desirable traits
in societies characterized by strong gender roles (Bernheim, 1994; Bursztyn and Jensen,
2015; Bursztyn et al., 2019); and ii) unwillingness to interact with the opposite gender
because of social identity or a desire to avoid being a minority in the field (Shan, 2020).
With respect to the first channel, Bursztyn et al. (2017) show that public disclosure to
peers has a negative effect on the willingness to report interest in a demanding career
among a sample of single female MBA students. These women reported lower desired
salaries and lower willingness to travel and work long hours when they expected their
classmates to see their preferences, given that the latter can be viewed as undesirable
traits by potential husbands. We contribute to the literature by shedding light on whether
the same mechanism is at play during adolescence, when individuals must make irre-
versible decisions on their field of study, or if it is relevant only when individuals are
getting closer to the marriage age. With respect to the second channel, the psycholog-
ical literature (Robnett and Leaper, 2013; Robnett, 2016) argues that choices may be
driven by the awareness of interactions with people of the opposite gender. Some evi-
dence in economics suggests that women shy away from male-dominated fields when
they experience minority status (Shan, 2020; Booth et al., 2018). In our paper, we can
disentangle which of the two mechanisms -public disclosure versus interactions- may
affect adolescents’ choice of the field of study.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data
and the experimental design. Section 3 provides descriptive statistics and correlations
of students’ perceived comparative advantage in math versus literature with real-world
outcomes, such as track choice and ability. Section 4 presents the empirical strategy
and the main results, and Section 5 concludes and discusses policy implications.

2 Data and Experimental Design

We collected data among students enrolled in 14 middle schools (grades 6, 7, and 8, ages
11–14) across 163 different classes and 7 provinces in Italy (Milan, Como, Perugia,
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Ancona, Reggio Calabria, Bari, and Palermo).2 Middle school is compulsory for all
pupils and lasts for three years, after which students must decide which field to study
in high school. Appendix Figure A.II shows the geographic distribution of our sample,
including schools in the north, center, and south of the country.

The students’ survey was administered between November and December 2019 by
enumerators using one tablet for each student in the class during regular school hours.
Parents were informed that their children were invited to participate in a research project
aimed at investigating students’ school interests, goals, and aspirations. Among all stu-
dents, around 85% were present in class during the day of the survey and were allowed
to participate in the research as they provided signed consent from their parents. During
the data collection, the class was supervised by enumerators who did their best to en-
sure no communication between students. The time to complete the survey was about
45 minutes. Although we did not provide a participation incentive, almost all students
in the selected classes completed the survey. Our final sample includes 2,511 students
in grade 6 (39.88%), grade 7 (33.03%), and grade 8 (27.08%).3

The data collection was divided into two main sections: the experiment and the ques-
tionnaire. We will now describe each of the two sections, reported in detail in the
Appendix B.

2.1 The Experiment

Our ultimate goal is to study whether parents and peers affect students’ perceived com-
parative advantage in math with respect to humanities. Given the challenges related
to causal estimates -due to endogenous exposure to parents and peers- we implement a
lab-in-the-field experiment. To mimic gender-segregated track choices within the exper-
iment, we incentivize students to choose the task they think they are better at between
a male-stereotypical field (math) and a female-stereotypical field (literature) (Coffman,
2014).4

We informed students that they must complete six multiple-choice questions: three
in math and three in literature, equally difficult for each subject.5 Before answering

2The schools in the sample have been selected by our implementing partners, CIAI and Action Aid,
as a part of a broader intervention to reduce dropout in disadvantaged schools in Italy.

3We dropped students who could not complete the survey: 35 students who did not speak Italian and
225 with severe disabilities that may have affected their understanding of the experiment and question-
naire. The results are qualitatively and quantitatively unaffected when we also keep these students in the
analysis.

4In Section 3, we delve deeper into the correlation between the perceived comparative advantage in
our experiment and real-world outcomes from administrative data, such as high school tracks.

5We selected questions from past national standardized tests (INVALSI) administered to middle
school children in Italy. Their answers can therefore represent a rough proxy of students’ ability. Given
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the multiple-choice questions, students had to choose one of the two fields by selecting
the subject for which they expected to give a higher number of correct questions: they
gained two points for each correct answer in the chosen field and one in the other field.
For example, if a student chose math, she would get two points for each correct question
in math and one point for each correct question in literature. The choice of the task is
the key outcome of interest in the experiment and reflects the subject in which students
believe they are better, either math or literature. For ethical reasons, the schools in our
sample did not allow us to provide monetary or in-kind gifts to children to incentivize
their choice and performance in the task.

Before deciding, students were randomly divided among the five different treatments,
described below, and a control group:

• Treatment 1: Mothers’ Recommendation. We asked students to think about whether
their mother would recommend them to choose math or literature before making
they made their own choice.

• Treatment 2: Fathers’ Recommendation. We asked students to think about whether
their father would recommend them to choose math or literature before they made
their own choice.

• Treatment 3: Disclosure to Parents. We told students that their choice may be
revealed to their parents.

• Treatment 4: Disclosure to Peers. We told students that their peers would see
their choice.

• Treatment 5: Interactions with Peers. We told students that their peers would see
their choice and that they would have to collaborate in an additional task with the
classmates who choose the same subject.

The randomization was done at the individual level using computer software, and
all the instructions regarding each treatment were written on the screen of each tablet
to prevent students from getting information on other treatment arms. After treatment
allocation, students had to choose the subject they thought they were better at. Students
were not allowed to change their minds after the initial elicitation of their perceived
comparative advantage in math with respect to reading. At the end of the questionnaire,
the last screen of each student’s tablets showed in capital letters the decision they made
at the beginning (either math or literature).

that INVALSI has been administered only in grades 6 and 8, for students in grade 7, we prepared equally
difficult questions with the support of middle school teachers.
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Appendix Figure B.I shows the experimental design and the exact questions asked to
students assigned to each treatment or control group. After the random allocation and
the subjects were chosen, we elicited students’ beliefs about their parents’ recommen-
dations independently of the treatment assignment. Indeed, we expect heterogeneous
treatment effects depending on the perceived recommendation from parents, with an
increase in the probability of choosing a subject when the parental recommendation in
the same field is activated. We also elicited students’ beliefs on the choice of their male
and female classmates to understand whether their perception of minority status in a
field may have driven their choice. Finally, we asked students to select whether they
would expect to be better at a math/logic task or at a task that requires communication
and organizational skills.

2.2 Students’ Questionnaire and Administrative Data

The second part of the survey elicited information on gender stereotypes, friendship net-
works, and socio-demographic characteristics. As described at the end of this section,
we also collected administrative data from the Italian Ministry of Education.6

Gender-Science IAT. To capture gender stereotypes, we administered an IAT. The
IAT is an experimental method introduced by Greenwald and Banaji (1995) and Green-
wald et al. (1998), based on the idea that reaction times in a rapid categorization task
may reveal how strongly an individual associates two concepts. In our case, we are in-
terested in the association between sex (male/female) and subjects (scientific/humanistic).
A slower speed in associating certain pairs (e.g., scientific subjects and female names)
denotes mental processes that tend to perceive those pairs as more difficult to associate.
IATs are particularly useful in contexts where individuals are uncomfortable revealing,
or are unaware of having, certain attitudes or stereotypes. A detailed explanation of the
IAT is reported in Appendix B.2.1.

Despite being a noisy measure surrounded by a lively debate (Blanton et al., 2009;
Oswald et al., 2013; Olson and Fazio, 2004), this tool has been widely employed in
social psychology (Kiefer and Sekaquaptewa, 2007) and economics (Carlana, 2019;
Corno et al., 2022) to understand implicit cognition, that is, cognitive processes of
which an individual may not be aware and that include, among others, perception and
stereotyping. In our analysis, we use the IAT score mainly as a control, and to ease
the interpretation of coefficients, we standardize this variable to have mean zero and

6We also collected information on preferences for high school track choices. However, in the em-
pirical analysis, we focus on actual high school choice and not on students’ self-reported interest in
high school tracks given the availability of administrative data. The type of high school chosen and the
self-reported track of interest in our survey are, nevertheless, strongly correlated.
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standard deviation one in our sample of students.
Explicit Gender Stereotypes. In addition to the IAT, we elicited beliefs about ex-

plicit gender norms by asking them to agree or disagree with seven statements on gender
differences.7 For the empirical analysis, we create an index of explicit gender stereo-
types by extracting one factor using principal component analysis and standardizing the
variable to have mean zero and standard deviation one in our sample of students.

Friendship Networks. We collected information on the friendship network of each
student, asking for the name and surname of their five best friends in the classroom.

Socio-Demographic Characteristics. We concluded the survey by collecting infor-
mation on socio-economic characteristics of students and their family.

Administrative Data. We match our experimental and survey data at the individual
level with administrative data from the Italian Ministry of Education. Administrative
data include information on the teacher-assigned grade in math and literature in June
2019 (before the experiment) for students in grades 7 and 8 in our sample.8 We also
obtain data on the type of high school track students attended in the 2021–22 academic
year (after the experiment). In the Italian schooling system, at the end of grade 8 (at
13–14 years), students must select a specific high school track and sub-tracks. This
choice affects the subjects that students will study during the subsequent five years of
high school and the peers they will interact with, as each track is usually located in a
separate school building. In Italy, there are three main high school choices: 1) academic
high school, which includes sub-tracks focusing on classic, scientific, linguistic, artistic,
and human sciences; 2) technical high school, which includes sub-tracks focusing on
technology and economics; and 3) vocational school, including several sub-tracks such
as mechanics, hospitality, and beauty centers.

2.3 Students’ Characteristics: Summary Statistics and Balance

[Insert Table I]

Table I reports summary statistics of the data we collected among students. Around
50% of the students in our sample are females. Column 1 reports the means in the
overall sample and shows that 14% of students are immigrants and 49% live in the

7The statements included were i) there are biological differences in men’s and women’s innate math
abilities; ii) earning money to support the family is a father’s responsibility; iii) taking care of the house
and children is a mother’s responsibility; iii) a psychologist is not a job suitable for women; iv) a computer
programmer is not a job suitable for women; v) even if they work hard, women cannot be good at football;
and v) even if they work hard, men cannot be good at cooking.

8Information on grades was not collected for elementary school students and therefore is not available
for grade 6 students of our experiment who were in elementary school in June 2019.
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south of Italy. Mothers are more likely to be college graduates than fathers (17% versus
13%), but they are less likely to work (71% versus 96%) (Panel A). These figures are
similar to the education and occupation levels by gender and age groups in the general
Italian population. Looking at the data from our experiment (Panel B), we find that 53%
of the students choose the task in math (43% of girls and 63% of boys), 47% think their
mothers would recommend the task in math (43% of girls and 50% of boys), and 63%
think their fathers would recommend the task in math (61% of girls and 67% of boys).
In the next section we dig deeper into the gender gap in students’ perceptions.

Gender gaps in field choices are widespread across the world. Women are systemat-
ically underrepresented in STEM fields, while men are underrepresented in humanistic
fields (OECD, 2014; Delfino, 2019). Our context is not an exception. Panel C of Table
I reports the summary statistics on grades and track choice coming from administra-
tive data: boys have a probability of choosing the STEM oriented high school tracks
(scientific or technological) more than double that of girls, with symmetric gaps of the
same magnitude (around 30 percentage points) in the humanistic tracks (classic, lin-
guistic and human sciences).9 Furthermore, girls have higher teacher-assigned grades
than boys, and the gap is larger for humanistic compared to scientific subjects. This is
consistent with the evidence from (Breda and Napp, 2019), suggesting that girls have a
comparative advantage in reading that may explain part of the gender gap in the chosen
field of study.

Appendix Table A.I reports the mean difference in baseline characteristics of each of
the five treatment groups and control group. Given the number of treatment arms and
tests performed in the balance table, for a few variables we find small differences that
are consistent with random chance. In our empirical analysis, we nevertheless control
for all baseline characteristics to provide evidence that the results are not driven by these
slight imbalances.

2.4 Parents’ Data

At the end of the students’ survey, enumerators distributed a flyer to children with a QR
code and a link to the parents’ questionnaire. Parents were supposed to complete the
questionnaire on their own device (i.e., phone, tablet, or computer).10 Unfortunately,

9This gender segregation is representative of the national Italian context. Appendix Figure A.III
reports the gender composition of each high school track and shows that the most scientific track (i.e.,
scientific lyceum) enrolled 70% of boys and only about 30% of girls. On the contrary, the humanistic
tracks (i.e., classic lyceum, human science lyceum) enrolled a great majority of girls.

10Schools were in charge of encouraging parents to complete the questionnaire: we offered a 750
euro Amazon voucher to all schools with a parent response rate of at least 50% and 3,000 euros to the
school that received the highest fraction of completed questionnaires. The time to complete the parent
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our final sample includes only 542 parents of 484 children, out of 2,511 students in our
sample, with a response rate below 20%. However, we use parents’ data to provide
suggestive evidence on the correlation between students’ perceived recommendations
and parents’ actual recommendations.

3 Descriptive Evidence

3.1 Gender Gap and Field Choice

In this section, we explore the gender gap in field choice that emerged in our experiment
and the correlation between the choice of the subject in which students believe they are
better (i.e., their perceived comparative advantage) and relevant real-world outcomes
(e.g., grades, high school track). First, as expected, Figure I shows that students who
receive higher grades in math compared to literature are more likely to select math,
while the opposite is true for students who have higher grades in literature compared to
math.

[Insert Figure I]

Second, and most importantly, the gender gap is statistically significant for all three
sub-groups, with girls being less likely to choose math, independently from their rela-
tive grades in the two subjects. Among the students who have higher grades in literature
compared to math, 82% of girls perceive they are better in literature compared to math,
while only 63% of boys believe so. Among the students who have higher grades in math
than in literature, 79% of boys believe they have a comparative advantage in math, while
only 67% believe so. The gap is also 10 percentage points among students who receive
the same grade in math and literature (44% of girls believe they have a comparative
advantage in math versus 54% of boys). These results are confirmed by the regression
analysis reported in columns 1 and 2 of Table II: girls are systematically less likely
to think they are better in math (column 1), and students, both boys and girls, with a
higher grade in math compared to literature are more likely to choose math (column 2).
Gender-stereotypical choices, i.e., math for boys and literature for girls, generate a cost
for students of both genders who are talented in counter-stereotypical fields.

[Insert Table II]

In the following columns of Table II, we provide evidence on the correlation between
the choice of math in the experiment and important life outcomes for the individual.

questionnaire was around 30 minutes.
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Columns 3 and 4 of the table show that students who attend a STEM high school af-
ter middle school are more likely to perceive a comparative advantage in math in our
experiment, while students who attend a humanistic high school are more likely to per-
ceive a comparative advantage in literature. Thus, although we mainly exploit a belief
collected during an experiment in class as our main outcome, it is reassuring to observe
that it is a good proxy for high school track choices, a highly relevant decision for their
overall educational path. Column 5 focuses on the correlation between the perception
of the comparative advantage in math compared to literature and implicit stereotypes,
as measured by the IAT score. The IAT is strongly correlated with the perceived com-
parative advantage: a one standard deviation increase in the association between males
and scientific subjects raises boys’ probability to select math by 5.3 percentage points
boys and decreases the probability of girls selecting math by 2.9 percentage points.

Appendix Tables A.III further report correlations between the choice of the task in
math and additional outcomes. In line with the previous literature (Kamas and Preston,
2012), students who are overconfident in their own skills in a particular subject are more
likely to choose it (columns 1 and 2).11 Furthermore, when looking at students’ prefer-
ences between a logic and a communication task, we find that a perceived comparative
advantage in math is consistently positively correlated with the preferences for the logic
task compared to the communication task (column 3).

As shown, among others, by Campa et al. (2011), gender norms tend to be more
conservative in the south of Italy compared to the north. Hence, in column 4 we explore
the geographic pattern in students’ choices. While boys are equally likely to believe
they are better in math in the different parts of the country, girls tend to be 6 percentage
points less likely to believe they are better in math if they live in the south, although
this difference is not statistically significant at conventional levels. The role modeling
example of working mothers seems to be associated with a decrease in gender gaps in
the perceived comparative advantage, even if the impact is imprecisely estimated and
statistically significant only at the 10% level (column 5).12

Last, we collected information on the friendship network of students by asking them
to nominate their five best friends in the classroom. The last two columns of the table
show that, for both genders, a higher share of friends or classmates choosing math is
correlated with a higher probability of choosing math themselves.13 To summarize,

11The overconfidence is a dummy variable equal to one if the student perceives they answered more
correct questions compared to the actual number of right answers in our multiple-choice test score. In
our sample, 51% of boys and 40% of girls are overconfident in math, while 63% of boys and 58% of girls
are overconfident in literature.

12Unfortunately, we do not have precise information on parents’ field of study, nor whether their
occupations are in STEM-related sectors.

13Appendix Table A.IV provides further evidence consistent with the above discussion. Including class
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gender-stereotypical perceptions on the comparative advantage generate a “cost” for
girls by inducing them to believe they are not good at math even when it would be their
optimal choice and, for boys, by inducing them to select “less literature,” even when
they do have a comparative advantage in reading. The field choice is associated with
many relevant real-world variables, including track choice and interests, abilities, and
exposure to stereotypes, parents, and peers. These correlations clearly do not imply a
causal effect. In Section 4 we investigate the causal influence of parents and peers by
presenting our experimental evidence.

3.2 Parents and Gender-Stereotypical Recommendations

[Insert Table III]

We next examine if students perceive a gender-stereotypical recommendation from
their parents. Appendix Figure A.IV plots the raw data of students’ beliefs on their
mothers’ advice (left panel) and their fathers’ advice (right panel) by gender. When
thinking about mothers’ advice, 44% of girls and 50% of boys believe math would be
recommended to them. When thinking about fathers’ advice, 62% of girls and 67% of
boys believe math would be recommended to them. Students believe that mothers are,
on average, more likely to recommend literature than fathers, but overall the gender gap
in students’ beliefs is similar for both parents (around 6 percentage points).

Indeed, Table III shows that girls are 5.7 and 6.5 percentage points less likely than
boys to believe that their mother (Panel A) and their father (Panel B) will recommend
them math, respectively. Crucially, the gender gap in math-perceived recommendations
is only marginally affected when controlling for students’ comparative advantage in
math with respect to literature in the baseline grades (column 2) and for other baseline
characteristics including family background and class fixed effects (column 3). Restrict-
ing the analysis to the sample of students whose parents completed the survey, we find
that the perception of students is highly correlated with actual parental recommendation
of both mothers and fathers, even when controlling for the comparative advantage in the
subject and other students’ controls (columns 5 and 6).14

fixed effects does not significantly affect the gender gap in the field choice (column 2), and the findings
are substantially unaffected by the simultaneous inclusion of all controls, even when we split the sample
by gender (columns 3–5).

14The sample of parents who completed the survey is systematically different from those who did not.
Parents from an immigrant background and those with a low level of education or unskilled occupation
are less likely to complete the survey. Children of parents who completed the survey report lower levels
of explicit gender stereotypes but report similar levels of implicit stereotypes (see Appendix Table A.II).
The gender gap in the perceived recommendation from fathers is similar compared to the full sample
but is larger for mothers (column 4, Table III). Appendix Tables A.V and A.VI report the mean of the
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These gender-stereotypical associations may reduce girls’ perceived comparative ad-
vantage in math and boys’ perceived comparative advantage in literature compared to
what they would have done without thinking about their parents’ recommendations, po-
tentially leading to a mismatch of talents. If this were the case, we would expect the
effect of our experimental treatments to depend on parental recommendation.

3.3 Students’ Beliefs About Peers’ Choice

Students’ beliefs about their classmates’ choice of the task play a crucial role for Treat-
ment 5 (Interactions with Peers) in our experiment as they may affect the perception of
being a minority among the students who select a specific subject. In our survey, we
elicit the beliefs of students regarding the choice of the task of their classmates: 49% of
girls (48% of boys) expect that more boys will choose math as their comparative advan-
tage and 14% of girls (16% of boys) believe that the composition will be equal, while
the rest (37% of girls and 36% of boys) believes that boys will be a minority among
those who choose math as their comparative advantage.

[Insert Table IV]

Table IV reports the correlation between classmates’ choice, defined as a dummy
equal to one if there are more boys than girls choosing math in the class, and students’
beliefs on classmates’ choices. In all the specifications, we note a positive and statisti-
cally significant correlation between the belief of the students and the classmates’ actual
choices of their comparative advantage. This association does not differ across gender
(column 2) and also holds when we control for the performance of classmates (column
3) and student’s characteristics (column 4).

4 Results

4.1 Empirical Strategy

To assess the impact of parents and peers on students’ choices, we estimate the follow-
ing OLS regression separately for boys and girls as we expect stereotypical influences
in opposite directions for each gender:

characteristics of students who perceived a recommendation in literature and math from their mother and
father, respectively. The overall pattern suggests that highly educated parents and those in high wage jobs
are slightly more likely to recommend math, but, surprisingly, there are no stark differences in parental
background depending on the perceived recommendation. Unfortunately, we do not have information on
whether the parents work in STEM or have a STEM degree.
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Yic = β0 +β1Treat1ic +β2Treat2ic +β3Treat3ic +β4Treat4ic +β5Treat5ic + γc + εic,

(1)
where Yic is a dummy variable equal to one if the student i attending class c chooses the
task in math and equal to zero if in literature. TreatXic is an indicator for whether the
student was assigned to the treatment X, γc denotes class fixed effects, andεic is an error
term. We estimate robust standard errors clustered at the class level and report results
by also adding student controls (baseline grade in math and literature, an indicator for
being an immigrant, implicit and explicit stereotypes) and family controls (parents’
level of education, their employment, and presence of siblings). When we analyze the
mechanisms in the heterogeneity analysis, we correct p-values for multiple hypothesis
testing using the Westfall-Young step-down-adjusted p-values, which also control the
family-wise error rate (FWER) and allow for dependence among p-values.

4.2 Influence of Parents

The main results of our experiment are presented in Figure II and Table V, following
equation 1. In the control group, 47% of girls and 59% of boys believe they have a
comparative advantage in math compared to literature, reflecting a substantial gender-
stereotypical gap that cannot be explained by observed ability. Table V shows the im-
pact of the five treatments compared to the control group by gender (girls in columns
1–4 and boys in columns 5–8), including class fixed effects and adding students and
family controls in the subsequent columns. The results are quantitatively and qualita-
tively unaffected by the specification chosen.15

[Insert Figure II and Table V]

Our experimental results suggests that simply thinking about their mothers’ recom-
mendation (Treatment 1: Mothers’ Recommendation) exacerbates the gender gaps:
it decreases the probability that girls choose math as their comparative advantage by
around 10 percentage points, a decrease of 21% compared to the control group, while
it does not affect the perceived comparative advantage of boys in math with respect to
literature. Although the point estimates suggest a gender-stereotypical effect with neg-
ative impacts on girls’ probability, and positive impacts on boys’ probability, of choos-
ing math, we do not find a statistically significant effect on both genders from thinking
about their fathers’ recommendation (Treatment 2: Fathers’ Recommendation).

15Students in each class completed the experiment at the same time. Including class fixed effects also
controls for experimenter and experimental session fixed effects.
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Furthermore, to understand whether students’ perceived comparative advantage is
affected by the activation of parental recommendation or by the fear of disappointing
parents with their choice, we include a third treatment arm with explicit information to
students that their choice may be revealed to their parents (Treatment 3: Disclosure to
Parents). When exposed to this information, girls decrease their probability of choosing
math by around 7 percentage points, and boys increase their probability of choosing it
by 3 percentage points: the effects are qualitatively smaller than Treatment 1 and are
not statistically significant at conventional levels.

The results for Treatment 3 suggest that the revelation of students’ choices to par-
ents is not sufficient to lead to a change in students’ perceived comparative advantage:
families may openly discuss preferences and perceived ability (even if with biased in-
formation on actual ability driven by stereotypes), and therefore students may not be
concerned by the disclosure of information to parents (Giustinelli, 2016; Dizon-Ross,
2019). However, parents, in their interaction with children, help them build their self-
confidence in different domains. Thinking about one’s mother’s and father’s recom-
mendation (as in Treatment 1 and 2) may directly influence the perception of one’s
comparative advantage as it potentially activates a gender-stereotypical recommenda-
tion.

[Insert Figure III and Figure IV ]

To test for this channel, we analyze the heterogeneous treatment effects depending
on the perceived recommendation of students from mothers and fathers. In the control
group, students who are better in a specific subject are more likely to both choose and
receive a parental recommendation in that field. As shown in Figure III, in the control
group 58% (78%) of girls (boys) decide to choose math when they believe this would
be consistent with their mother’s recommendation, while this share is only 39% (43%)
among those who believe their mother would recommend the literature track. This
mean difference in the control group partly reflects actual differences in performance or
knowledge of one’s own comparative advantage.

When looking at the effect of Treatment 1 (Mothers’ Recommendation), we find
that students assigned to think about their mother’s recommendation react by aligning
their choice with their mother’s. However, the effect is economically and statistically
significant only for girls when they perceive a push toward the gender-stereotypical
subject. Indeed, among girls who perceive their mother would recommend literature to
them, the probability of choosing math decreases by 53% (from 39% to 18%; Figure
III, top right panel).

Interestingly, as shown in Figure IV, we find a symmetric pattern for boys. The
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point estimate suggests an alignment of students’ choices to fathers’ perceived recom-
mendation, statistically significant at the 5% level only for boys who expect a gender-
stereotypical recommendation from their fathers. Indeed, when boys believe their father
would recommend math, they increase their probability of choosing math by 15% (from
72% to 83%) if they are induced to think about their father’s recommendation before
choosing. Appendix Table A.VII (Panels A and B) reports the coefficients plotted in
Figures III and IV, correcting for multiple hypothesis testing using the Westfall-Young
step-down-adjusted p-values, which also control for the FWER and allow for depen-
dence among the p-values. The results are neither qualitatively nor quantitatively dif-
ferent from the main specification.

Even when parents do not directly impose their choices on children, the results
show that they can indirectly influence their children’s perceived comparative advan-
tage, leading to an exacerbation of gender stereotypes in the choice of field. If students
perceive counter-stereotypical recommendations from parents, they are not influenced
in their decision of math versus literature. However, gender-stereotypical recommen-
dations of same-gender parents induce children to segregate in different fields, pushing
more girls into literature and more boys into math. This may activate stereotypes associ-
ating gender and field of study that are deeply rooted in exposure since early childhood
(Ambady et al., 2001; Banse et al., 2010).

4.3 Influence of Peers

Friendship networks and social norms among school peers can influence the choices
and interests of students, including the field of study. For example, exposure to same-
gender peers has been shown to exacerbate gender segregation in the choice of the
field of study, with women increasing their likelihood of choosing a female-dominated
field (Zölitz and Feld, 2020) and men increasing their likelihood of choosing a male-
dominated field (Anelli and Peri, 2019). In our experiment, we investigate two channels
through which peers may affect behavior, going beyond exposure to peers of a specific
gender. First, we study whether students increase reporting stereotypical choices when
observed by their peers to signal desirable traits and increase conformity; Treatment 4 is
designed to activate this mechanism. As shown by Bursztyn et al. (2017), single female
MBA students avoid signaling traits such as ambition in the labor market—viewed as
an undesirable trait for potential husbands—when their classmates may observe their
preferences. All other groups of students are unaffected by peers’ observability. In this
paper, we investigate whether observability by peers can at least partially explain the
emergence of the gender gap in the field of choice during adolescence.
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Second, we study whether the gender gap in perceived comparative advantage is
exacerbated by the awareness of interacting with the same peers who choose their own
field. Indeed, when choosing a specific field such as in their high school track choice,
students are aware they will select a package of aspects, including the subjects and peers
they will socialize with. Treatment 5 in our lab-in-the-field experiment is designed to
activate this mechanism by informing students they will have to interact with the set of
peers who select the same subject.

Table V shows the basic results from the peer treatments. Both boys and girls do not
significantly change their behavior when they are aware that their peers will observe
their choice (Treatment 4: Disclosure to Peers), although the point estimate suggests a
slight change in the gender-stereotypical direction (i.e., girls have a lower, and boys a
higher, probability to choose math as their comparative advantage). The result suggests
that during adolescence, revealing to peers whether one perceives to be better in math
or literature does not necessarily signal undesirable traits and does not induce a change
in the reported choice. However, we do find evidence that girls shy away from male-
dominated fields when they are aware they will have to interact with peers who choose
the same field, i.e., boys choosing math (Treatment 5: Interactions with Peers). On
average, female students decrease their probability of choosing math by 9.4 percentage
points when assigned to Treatment 5 compared to the control group, a statistically and
economically significant decrease of 20%. Boys do not seem to be affected by this
channel. As expected, given randomization, the results are not significantly affected by
the specification chosen.

[Insert Figure V]

Next, we provide evidence that the effect is driven by girls’ avoidance of being a
minority in a male-dominated field. Figure V shows that the average effect of the im-
pact of Treatment 5 (Interactions with Peers) is driven by girls who believe classmates
make gender-stereotypical choices, with a higher share of male peers choosing math
and female peers choosing literature. Among girls who believe more male classmates
will choose math, their probability of opting for the male-dominated field decreases
from 45% to 29% if they know they would have to interact with classmates who choose
the same subject (Figure V, bottom right). Interestingly, there is a negative impact of
the “Treatment 4: Disclosure to Peers” for girls who perceive to be in classes in which
boys are a majority in math, but the effect is not statistically different compared to the
control group. Girls’ choice is not affected compared to the relevant control group if
they believe they are at least equally represented among students choosing math (Figure
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V, bottom left).16 The effect may be driven by the expectation of a more competitive
environment when there is a higher share of boys in the male-typed field but not in
other fields (Coffman, 2014). There is no statistically significant effect for boys, nei-
ther for those who believe more male classmates choose math nor for those with the
opposite belief (Figure V, top panel). Appendix Table A.VIII reports the coefficients
plotted in Figure V, correcting for multiple hypothesis testing using the Westfall-Young
step-down-adjusted p-values. The results are not affected by the use of different speci-
fications.

Furthermore, in Appendix Figure A.V, we test whether friends’ actual choices (unob-
served by students when making their own decision) influence these treatment effects.
Actual friends were elicited during the survey by asking each student the name and
surname of their five best friends. The friendship network has a high degree of gen-
der homophily; students are more likely to be friends with other students of the same
gender. As a consequence of gender homophily, girls are more likely to be friend of stu-
dents selecting literature in our experiment. We find evidence that girls who have more
friends in literature are also more likely to be affected by Treatment 5 (Interactions with
Peers) and substantially increase their probability of choosing literature, while there are
no statistically significant effects for other groups. This result is consistent with an al-
ternative mechanism suggesting that girls with more friends choosing literature try to
conform to the gender stereotype to interact with their closest friends when choosing
the field track.

4.4 Robustness

We provide additional robustness tests of our results. First, we check whether the per-
ceived recommendation from parents as reported by students in our lab-in-the-field ex-
periment is affected by the treatment assignment. Appendix Figure A.VI shows that nei-
ther girls nor boys report a statistically different recommendation from mothers (Panel
A) or fathers (Panel B) when exposed to different treatment arms. This finding is im-
portant to ensure that our results in Section 4.2 are driven by the activation of parental
recommendation and not by changes in the perceived recommendation between the
treated and control students.

Second, all students in all conditions by the end of the experiment are exposed to
the same information, and therefore we would not expect a treatment effect on addi-

16Only 14% of girls and 16% of boys expect that more girls will choose math compared to boys in our
lab-in-the-field experiment. The sample is very small, and we find similar effects compared to those who
expect an equal gender representation in the choice of math. Hence, we report the results jointly for the
two groups.
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tional outcomes other than the perceived comparative advantage in math with respect
to literature revealed within the experiment. Indeed, all of them think about both par-
ents’ recommendations and report them in the survey, know their parents may receive
feedback on their actual choice (even if we do not implement that in practice), observe
the choice of their peers, and interact with the classmates who select the same subject.
Hence, as a placebo check, we estimate the impact of our treatments on the actual track
choice of students observed after the lab-in-the-field experiments. As expected, for both
the scientific tracks (Panel C) and the humanistic tracks (Panel D), we do not detect any
statistically significant differences across treatment arms in the actual choice for both
boys and girls.

5 Conclusions and Policy Implications

Gender segregation in fields of study—with men underrepresented in fields such as
health and education and women underrepresented in subjects such as STEM—remains
a relevant issue in many areas of the world, generating inequality and affecting produc-
tivity due to the mismatch of talents. In countries characterized by early high school
tracking, segregation strongly emerges during adolescence and influences further ed-
ucational trajectories and occupational attainments. In this paper, we design a lab-in-
the-field experiment that randomly exposes 2,511 middle school students to different
treatments to understand whether students’ gender-stereotypical perceptions on their
comparative advantage in math with respect to literature are at least partially influenced
by parents and peers.

We provide evidence that there are substantial gender differences in perceived com-
parative advantage in our setting that are correlated with future educational investments:
more than 60% of boys and only 40% of girls believe they are better in math versus
literature. We show that this perception of students’ comparative advantage between
the two subjects reflects different implicit gender-science stereotypes and, most impor-
tantly, different high school track decisions, as observed using administrative outcomes
that follow students up to high school, even when controlling for ability. We also show
that among students with a better performance in math, 79% of boys believe to be better
in math versus only 67% of girls; on the contrary, among students with a better perfor-
mance in literature, 37% of boys believe to be better in math and only 18% of girls. This
finding suggests that gender-stereotypical choices generate a cost for talented students
in a counter-stereotypical field.

The results from our lab-in-the-field experiment suggest that parents who are the
same gender as their child influence children in the stereotypical domain (i.e., fathers
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influence boys in choosing more math, and mothers influence girls in choosing more
literature): conditional on ability, girls are 33% more likely to think they are better in
literature when they expect their mothers to recommend it, and boys are 15% more
likely to think they are better in math when they expect their fathers to recommend it.
The effect is driven by the activation of parental recommendation inducing children to
think about the stereotypical choice and not necessarily from the fear of disappointing
parents with their choice. We also find that public disclosure to peers does not affect
students’ perception of their comparative advantage in math with respect to literature.
Instead, what matters for girls is the potential interactions with peers of the opposite
gender: girls shy away from math when they believe they will be a minority, leading
to a self-fulfilling prophecy, with a lower share of female students who end up choos-
ing the male-typed field. This experiment highlights the important role of parents and
interactions with peers in shaping adolescents’ choice of field and potential talent mis-
matches.

Our results are important from a policy perspective. First, interventions that can raise
awareness among parents on the influence of their gender stereotypes may help mitigate
gender gaps in their children’s choice of the field of study. Second, our results on the
effects of peers have deep implications for high school track choices. In several coun-
tries with high school tracking, students are separated into different school buildings
depending on the field, thus limiting their interactions with peers who choose a differ-
ent area of specialization. When choosing between scientific and humanistic tracks,
students choose both the subject they want to study and the peers with whom they want
to interact, inducing girls to shy away from STEM. Potential policies that may help to
close the gender gap in STEM fields might include the design of different high school
tracks within the same school building to mitigate the role of the interaction channels
that prevent girls from entering into scientific fields. This setting could foster interac-
tions across students choosing different fields (i.e., girls who prefer a scientific track
can always interact with girls choosing a literature track during daily school breaks).
Although more evidence is needed, public policies in the directions described above
might help to reduce gender gaps in students’ field of study.
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Figures and Tables

Figure I. Student Choice by Gender and Performance
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Notes: This figure shows the probability that the student chooses math after splitting the sample by
gender. The optimal choice is considered math (literature) if their last end-of-semester grade was higher
in math compared to Italian (Italian compared to math). The optimal choice is indifferent if they got the
same score in both subjects. The sample is restricted to students in grades 7 and 8 with available baseline
grades in math and literature in the administrative test.
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Figure II. Treatment Effect
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Notes: This figure shows the mean of the probability of choosing math for students in the control group,
treatment group 1 (Mothers’ Recommendation), treatment group 2 (Fathers’ Recommendation), treat-
ment group 3 (Disclosure to Parents), treatment 4 (Disclosure to Peers), and treatment 5 (Interaction with
Peers). The coefficients are obtained from a regression including class fixed effects and all controls (as
in columns 4 and 8 of Table V). We also report the 95% confidence intervals for each estimate.
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Figure III. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects by Child’s Perception of Mother’s Sugges-
tion
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Notes: This figure shows the mean of the probability of choosing math for students in the control group,
treatment group 1 (Mothers’ Recommendation), and treatment group 2 (Fathers’ Recommendation), di-
vided by the child’s perception of their mother’s suggestion (math or literature). The coefficients are
obtained from a regression including class fixed effects and all controls (as in columns 4 and 8 of Table
V). We also report the 95% confidence intervals for each estimate.
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Figure IV. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects by Child’s Perception of Father’s Sugges-
tion
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Notes: This figure shows the mean of the probability of choosing math for students in the control group,
treatment group 1 (Mothers’ Recommendation), and treatment group 2 (Fathers’ Recommendation), di-
vided by the child’s perception of their father’s suggestion (math or literature). The coefficients are
obtained from a regression including class fixed effects and all controls (as in columns 4 and 8 of Table
V). We also report the 95% confidence intervals for each estimate.
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Figure V. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects by Child’s Perception of Classmates’
Choice
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Notes: This figure shows the mean of the probability of choosing math for students in the control group,
treatment group 4 (Disclosure to Peers), and treatment group 5 (Interaction with Peer), divided by gender
and the child’s perception of peers’ choice. The coefficients are obtained from a regression including
class fixed effects and all controls (as in columns 4 and 8 of Table V). We also report the 95% confidence
intervals for each estimate.
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Table I. Summary Statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Obs All Females Males Difference

Panel A: Background Characteristics

Immigrant 2,511 0.141 0.148 0.134 0.015
(0.348) (0.356) (0.340) [0.291]

South 2,511 0.486 0.490 0.481 0.009
(0.500) (0.500) (0.500) [0.647]

Education level of mother: Primary or junior sec. 2,444 0.206 0.221 0.191 0.030*
(0.404) (0.415) (0.393) [0.070]

Education level of mother: High school 2,444 0.379 0.401 0.357 0.045**
(0.485) (0.490) (0.479) [0.023]

Education level of mother: University 2,444 0.167 0.173 0.161 0.013
(0.373) (0.379) (0.367) [0.406]

Education level of father: Primary or junior sec. 2,443 0.234 0.251 0.216 0.035**
(0.423) (0.434) (0.412) [0.043]

Education level of father: High school 2,443 0.370 0.379 0.361 0.017
(0.483) (0.485) (0.481) [0.382]

Education level of father: University 2,443 0.127 0.132 0.121 0.011
(0.333) (0.339) (0.327) [0.408]

Lives with both parents 2,443 0.845 0.841 0.850 -0.009
(0.362) (0.366) (0.357) [0.519]

Mother works 2,355 0.711 0.704 0.718 -0.014
(0.453) (0.457) (0.450) [0.442]

Father works 2,079 0.957 0.949 0.965 -0.017*
(0.202) (0.220) (0.183) [0.062]

Low-wage job: Mother 1,653 0.382 0.379 0.385 -0.006
(0.486) (0.485) (0.487) [0.797]

Medium- or high-wage job: Mother 1,653 0.327 0.330 0.323 0.007
(0.469) (0.471) (0.468) [0.768]

Low-wage job: Father 1,964 0.318 0.307 0.329 -0.022
(0.466) (0.461) (0.470) [0.285]

Medium- or high-wage job: Father 1,964 0.314 0.323 0.305 0.018
(0.464) (0.468) (0.461) [0.387]

Panel B: Outcome

Student chose math 2,511 0.526 0.426 0.627 -0.201***
(0.499) (0.495) (0.484) [0.000]

Student thinks mother would recommend math 2,511 0.468 0.435 0.500 -0.065**
(0.499) (0.496) (0.500) [0.001]

Student thinks father would recommend math 2,511 0.646 0.617 0.674 -0.057**
(0.478) (0.486) (0.469) [0.003]

Student thinks more boys chose math in class 2,511 0.485 0.488 0.482 0.006
(0.500) (0.500) (0.500) [0.766]

Panel C: Administrative Data

Math grade (Pre-experiment) 1,397 7.079 7.199 6.963 0.236**
(1.453) (1.495) (1.403) [0.002]

Italian grade (Pre-experiment) 1,398 7.180 7.430 6.935 0.495***
(1.146) (1.193) (1.043) [0.000]

STEM high school 1,224 0.489 0.321 0.656 -0.335***
(0.500) (0.467) (0.475) [0.000]

Humanities high school 1,224 0.236 0.384 0.090 0.294***
(0.425) (0.487) (0.286) [0.000]

Notes: In columns 2–4 we report the mean and standard deviation in brackets for the entire sample sample, for
girls and for boys, respectively. In the last column, we report the gender difference and p-value of the difference in
square brackets. Missing variables are not included in this table, and the number of observations vary as described
in the first column. The index of explicit stereotypes is constructed using the first principal component from
the following seven questions: i) there are biological differences in men’s and women’s innate math abilities; ii)
earning money to support the family is a father’s responsibility; iii) taking care of the house and children is a
mother’s responsibility; iv) psychologist is not a job suitable for women; v) a computer programmer is not a job
suitable for women; vi) even if they work hard, women cannot be good at football; and vii) even if they work
hard, men cannot be good at cooking. A low-wage job is considered as being a construction worker, sales person,
hairdresser, cook, or similar type of job for both mothers and fathers. The mother’s occupation skill level is also
set to one if she is living with someone employed in a job of that skill level.
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Table II. Correlation between Students’ Choice of Math in the Experiment and Actual Out-
comes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Dep. Var.= Student Chose Math

Girl -0.201*** -0.134*** -0.172*** -0.090** -0.205***
(0.021) (0.033) (0.034) (0.036) (0.022)

Grade math-Grade lit 0.168***
(0.017)

Grade math-Grade lit *Girl 0.014
(0.022)

High school STEM 0.191***
(0.039)

High school STEM*Girl 0.165***
(0.061)

High school humanistic -0.134**
(0.067)

High school humanistic*Girl -0.139*
(0.077)

Gender-science IAT 0.053***
(0.014)

Gender-science IAT*Girl -0.082***
(0.020)

Constant 0.627*** 0.579*** 0.469*** 0.606*** 0.635***
(0.016) (0.022) (0.031) (0.023) (0.016)

Observations 2,511 2,511 2,511 2,511 2,511
R-squared 0.041 0.110 0.078 0.061 0.047
Mean X var: Boys 0.03 0.66 0.09 -0.17
Mean X var: Girls -0.23 0.32 0.38 0.17

Notes: The dependent variable indicates whether the student chose math versus literature in our lab-in-
the-field experiment, i.e., if they believe they are better in math than literature. For each of the control
variables, an indicator controlling for when the answer is missing is included and interacted by the
female variable. Robust standard errors, clustered at the class level, are in parentheses. Significance
levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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Table III. Students’ Belief of Parental Advice

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A: Mother’s Advice

Full Sample Parents’ Sample

Dep. Var.: Students’ Belief Mother Would Advise Math

Girl -0.065*** -0.054** -0.059*** -0.134** -0.089* -0.072
(0.021) (0.021) (0.022) (0.057) (0.053) (0.061)

Grade math-Grade lit 0.079*** 0.077*** 0.097***
(0.014) (0.014) (0.035)

Mother advice: Math 0.258*** 0.216***
(0.051) (0.056)

Observations 2,511 2,511 2,511 409 409 409
R-squared 0.004 0.018 0.045 0.018 0.082 0.175
Mean dep var: Boys 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.57 0.57 0.57
Mean dep var: Girls 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.43

Controls No No Yes No No Yes

Panel B: Father’s Advice

Full Sample Parents’ Sample

Dep. Var.: Students’ Belief Father Would Advise Math

Girl -0.057** -0.049** -0.057*** -0.053 -0.013 0.001
(0.022) (0.022) (0.021) (0.075) (0.073) (0.079)

Grade math-Grade lit 0.054*** 0.050*** 0.026
(0.013) (0.013) (0.070)

Father advice: Math 0.308*** 0.322***
(0.073) (0.085)

Observations 2,511 2,511 2,511 128 128 128
R-squared 0.004 0.010 0.043 0.003 0.118 0.341
Mean dep var: Boys 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.74 0.74 0.74
Mean dep var: Girls 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.69 0.69 0.69

Controls No No Yes No No Yes

Notes: The dependent variable indicates whether the student believes the parents (mother in Panel A,
father in Panel B) would recommend that they choose math versus literature in our lab-in-the-field ex-
periment. Controls include baseline grades in math and literature, an indicator for the students being an
immigrant, the IAT score, an indicator of explicit stereotypes, if the student lives with both parents and
the presence of siblings, dummy variables indicating parents’ level of education, and employment and job
skill category as described in the footnote of Table I. For each variable, we include an indicator controlling
for when the answer is missing. Robust standard errors, clustered at the class level, are in parentheses.
Significance levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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Table IV. Correlation between Classmates’ Choice of Math and Perception of Students

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dep. Var.: Students’ Belief on Classmates’ Choice (More Boys Chose Math)

Peers’ choice (More boys chose math) 0.392*** 0.359*** 0.351*** 0.347***
(0.033) (0.040) (0.040) (0.040)

Female -0.033 -0.037 -0.043
(0.033) (0.033) (0.035)

Peers’ choice (More boys chose math)*Female 0.066 0.063 0.061
(0.049) (0.049) (0.048)

Constant 0.232*** 0.248*** -0.044 0.067
(0.022) (0.024) (0.296) (0.345)

Observations 2,511 2,511 2,511 2,511
R-squared 0.141 0.142 0.146 0.157

Performance peers No No Yes Yes
Student controls No No No Yes

Notes: The dependent variable indicates whether the student believes that more male classmates chose
math. “Performance peers” includes the average grade in math, separately for male and female peers.
“Student controls” include the grades, an indicator for the students being an immigrant, the IAT score, an
indicator of explicit stereotypes, if the student lives with both parents and the presence of siblings, dummy
variables indicating the parents’ level of education, and employment and job skill category as described
in the footnote of Table I. For each variable, we include an indicator controlling for when the answer is
missing. Robust standard errors, clustered at the class level, are in parentheses. Significance levels: ∗∗∗

p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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Table V. Treatment Effect

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Dep. Variable: Student Chose Math

Female Male

Treatment 1: Mothers’ Recommendation -0.071* -0.094** -0.096** -0.103** -0.002 -0.000 0.025 0.013
(0.042) (0.046) (0.043) (0.044) (0.048) (0.056) (0.052) (0.055)

Treatment 2: Fathers’ Recommendation -0.033 -0.024 -0.032 -0.035 0.048 0.007 0.018 0.016
(0.048) (0.051) (0.049) (0.048) (0.047) (0.051) (0.050) (0.051)

Treatment 3: Disclosure to Parents -0.064 -0.080 -0.062 -0.076 0.045 0.017 0.019 0.031
(0.047) (0.052) (0.048) (0.048) (0.047) (0.051) (0.046) (0.049)

Treatment 4: Disclosure to Peers -0.001 -0.044 -0.055 -0.055 0.047 0.032 0.032 0.038
(0.051) (0.056) (0.054) (0.053) (0.046) (0.052) (0.047) (0.047)

Treatment 5: Interaction with Peers -0.079* -0.091* -0.096** -0.094** 0.056 0.048 0.042 0.036
(0.042) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047) (0.052) (0.047) (0.047)

Constant 0.469*** 0.418*** -0.068 -0.299 0.594*** 0.436*** -0.144 -0.126
(0.032) (0.035) (0.146) (0.246) (0.035) (0.023) (0.154) (0.251)

Observations 1,254 1,254 1,254 1,254 1,257 1,257 1,257 1,257
R-squared 0.004 0.209 0.283 0.300 0.002 0.180 0.265 0.283

Class FE N Y Y Y N Y Y Y
Student controls N N Y Y N N Y Y
Family controls N N N Y N N N Y

Notes: The dependent variable indicates if the student chose math versus literature in our lab-in-the-field experiment. Columns 2–4 control for class fixed effects.
Columns 3–4 add controls for the student: baseline grades in math and literature (for students in grades 7 and 8 of our experiment), an indicator for whether the
student is an immigrant, the IAT score, and an indicator of explicit stereotypes as described in the footnote of Table I. The specification in column 4 further adds
a set of family controls that include the following: if the student lives with both parents and the presence of siblings, dummy variables indicating the parents’
level of education, and employment and job skill category as described in the footnote of Table I. For each variable, we include an indicator controlling for when
the answer is missing. Robust standard errors, clustered at the class level, are in parentheses. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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A Appendix Figures and Tables

Figure A.I. Gender Segregation in STEM and Non-STEM Fields

Notes: STEM = natural sciences, mathematics, statistics, engineering, manufacturing, and construction.
Non-STEM = education, arts, social sciences, journalism, information, business, administration and law,
information and communication technologies, agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinary, health and
welfare, and services. Source: http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/submitViewTableAction.do
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Figure A.II. Geographic Distribution of Participating Schools

Figure A.III. Gender Composition of High School Tracks in Italy

Notes: This figure shows the gender composition of each sub-track of high school in Italy. Source:
Authors’ elaboration on data from the Italian Ministry of Education.
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Figure A.IV. Descriptive Statistics: Students’ Beliefs and Parents’ Recommendation
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Notes: These graphs plot the probability that mothers and fathers recommend math to their children and
the belief of their children about their recommendation. The full sample includes 2,511 observations
from the students’ questionnaire.
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Figure A.V. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects by the Choice of Child’s Friend
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Notes: This figure shows the mean of the probability of choosing math for students in the control group,
treatment group 4 (Peer), and treatment group 5 (Peer Public + Interaction), divided by gender and the
choice of the child’s closest friend. The coefficients are obtained from a regression including class fixed
effects (as in columns 2 and 4 of Table V). We also report the 95% confidence intervals for each estimate.
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Figure A.VI. Placebo and Additional Tests

(a) Belief on Mother’s Recommendation: Math
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Notes: This figure shows the effect of the assignment to the treatment on outcomes that are not expected
to be affected by treatment assignment as the belief on parental recommendation (Panels a and b) and the
actual track choice (Panels c and d). The regression includes class fixed effects, and the standard errors
are clustered at the class level. We report the 95% confidence intervals for each estimate.
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Table A.I. Balance Table

Control Diff. Treat. 1 Diff. Treat. 2 Diff. Treat. 3 Diff. Treat. 4 Diff. Treat. 5
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Student Characteristics

Female 0.469 0.064* 0.024 0.040 0.003 0.042
(0.500) [0.089] [0.533] [0.261] [0.943] [0.228]

Immigrant 0.144 -0.030 -0.004 -0.014 -0.009 0.003
(0.352) [0.169] [0.871] [0.531] [0.656] [0.909]

Std IAT -0.043 -0.024 0.012 0.042 -0.006 0.173**
(1.013) [0.729] [0.876] [0.566] [0.941] [0.027]

Std explicit gender index -0.027 0.044 0.114 0.009 0.119* -0.011
(1.007) [0.543] [0.125] [0.901] [0.085] [0.883]

Math grade (Pre-experiment) 7.196 -0.089 -0.032 -0.158 0.045 -0.098
(1.493) [0.531] [0.852] [0.264] [0.753] [0.491]

Italian grade (Pre-experiment) 7.221 -0.081 -0.052 -0.109 -0.053 -0.119
(1.101) [0.417] [0.647] [0.190] [0.630] [0.226]

Family Characteristics

Education level of mother: Primary or junior sec. 0.193 -0.024 0.020 0.006 0.016 0.010
(0.395) [0.423] [0.417] [0.844] [0.470] [0.697]

Education level of mother: High school 0.393 0.006 -0.020 -0.007 -0.057 -0.006
(0.489) [0.883] [0.597] [0.846] [0.136] [0.856]

Education level of mother: University 0.201 -0.044 -0.048 -0.004 -0.023 -0.042
(0.401) [0.125] [0.113] [0.865] [0.383] [0.126]

Education level of father: Primary or junior sec. 0.203 0.025 0.025 0.018 0.042 0.033
(0.403) [0.402] [0.359] [0.538] [0.143] [0.245]

Education level of father: High school 0.398 -0.027 0.009 -0.004 -0.024 -0.037
(0.490) [0.447] [0.769] [0.913] [0.440] [0.266]

Education level of father: University 0.168 -0.056** -0.039 -0.056** -0.055** -0.043*
(0.374) [0.032] [0.162] [0.042] [0.038] [0.084]

Lives with both parents 0.835 -0.002 0.016 0.001 -0.000 0.006
(0.372) [0.930] [0.519] [0.972] [0.989] [0.800]

Mother works 0.686 -0.015 0.081** 0.045 0.075** 0.008
(0.465) [0.683] [0.015] [0.174] [0.010] [0.814]

Father works 0.958 0.004 -0.006 -0.021 0.007 0.015
(0.200) [0.803] [0.714] [0.246] [0.651] [0.271]

Low-wage job: Mother 0.373 0.006 0.052 0.018 0.012 -0.044
(0.485) [0.890] [0.221] [0.700] [0.787] [0.301]

Medium- or high-wage job: Mother 0.335 -0.038 -0.013 0.006 -0.002 0.030
(0.473) [0.400] [0.713] [0.882] [0.954] [0.453]

Low-wage job: Father 0.314 -0.023 0.021 0.046 0.015 -0.042
(0.465) [0.505] [0.585] [0.220] [0.719] [0.216]

Medium- or high-wage job: Father 0.351 -0.026 -0.034 -0.068* -0.072* -0.022
(0.478) [0.527] [0.396] [0.090] [0.051] [0.577]

Notes: Column 1 presents the mean of the variable for the control group with respective standard deviation in parentheses. Columns 2–6
present the difference between the mean by treatment arm and the control group. Treatment 1 is Mothers’ Recommendation, Treatment 2
is Fathers’ Recommendation, Treatment 3 is Disclosure to Parents, Treatment 4 is Disclosure to Peers, and Treatment 5 is Interactions with
Peers. P-values for the two-sided test of equivalence in means are in square brackets. All columns include fixed effects for the experimental
session (class), and standard errors are clustered at the same level. In contrast to Table ??, we create a category for missing variables. For
brevity, the balance on the missing variable is omitted. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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Table A.II. Balance Table Comparing Characteristics of Students and Families Who Completed/Did Not
Complete the Parents’ Survey

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variable Unmatched Matched Diff. Norm. Diff.

Immigrant 0.153 0.091 -0.062*** -0.135
(0.360) (0.288) (0.018)

Std IAT -0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001
(0.996) (1.015) (0.051)

Std explicit gender Index 0.024 -0.098 -0.122** -0.086
(0.995) (1.017) (0.051)

Math grade (Pre-experiment) 7.003 7.457 0.454*** 0.220
(1.435) (1.488) (0.103)

Italian grade (Pre-experiment) 7.100 7.577 0.477*** 0.297
(1.132) (1.137) (0.081)

Education level of mother: Primary or junior sec. 0.225 0.124 -0.101*** -0.190
(0.418) (0.330) (0.021)

Education level of mother: High school 0.375 0.396 0.021 0.030
(0.484) (0.490) (0.025)

Education level of mother: University 0.142 0.269 0.127*** 0.225
(0.349) (0.444) (0.019)

Education level of father: Primary or junior sec. 0.252 0.160 -0.092*** -0.161
(0.434) (0.367) (0.022)

Education level of father: High school 0.360 0.411 0.050** 0.073
(0.480) (0.492) (0.025)

Education level of father: University 0.111 0.192 0.080*** 0.159
(0.315) (0.394) (0.017)

Lives with both parents 0.841 0.861 0.020 0.039
(0.365) (0.346) (0.018)

Father works 0.954 0.971 0.017 0.063
(0.210) (0.169) (0.011)

Mother works 0.699 0.760 0.062*** 0.098
(0.459) (0.427) (0.024)

Low-wage job: Father 0.328 0.277 -0.051* -0.079
(0.470) (0.448) (0.026)

Medium- or high-wage job: Father 0.296 0.387 0.091*** 0.136
(0.457) (0.488) (0.026)

Low-wage Job: Mother 0.409 0.280 -0.128*** -0.192
(0.492) (0.450) (0.029)

Medium- or high-wage job: Mother 0.302 0.419 0.117*** 0.173
(0.459) (0.494) (0.028)

Has sister(s) 0.620 0.607 -0.013 -0.019
(0.485) (0.489) (0.028)

Has brother(s) 0.653 0.577 -0.075*** -0.110
(0.476) (0.495) (0.027)

Observations 2,027 484 2,511

Notes: This table shows the mean and standard deviation of students’ characteristics for the sample of students
whose parents completed the survey (column 1) and whose parents did not complete the survey (column 2). For
some students, both parents completed the survey. The third column reports the difference and the standard errors
of the difference between columns 1 and 2. The last column reports the normalized difference following Imbens
and Wooldridge (2009). Significance levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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Table A.III. Correlation between Students’ Choice of Math and Other Relevant Variables

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Dep. Var. = Student Chose Math

Variable X Overconfidence Logic South Work Share Math
Math Literature Task Mother Friends Classmates

Girl -0.197*** -0.185*** -0.128*** -0.173*** -0.257*** -0.169*** -0.269***
(0.033) (0.028) (0.028) (0.029) (0.039) (0.044) (0.069)

X -0.109*** 0.126*** 0.421*** -0.004 -0.010 0.253*** 0.385***
(0.029) (0.026) (0.027) (0.032) (0.030) (0.050) (0.076)

X*Girl -0.017 -0.003 0.010 -0.056 0.079* -0.007 0.135
(0.061) (0.040) (0.037) (0.042) (0.047) (0.073) (0.122)

Constant 0.695*** 0.562*** 0.401*** 0.629*** 0.634*** 0.477*** 0.423***
(0.023) (0.021) (0.023) (0.022) (0.027) (0.033) (0.044)

Observations 2,511 2,511 2,511 2,511 2,511 2,511 2,511
Mean X var: Boys 0.63 0.51 0.54 0.48 0.68 0.58 0.53
Mean X var: Girls 0.58 0.4 0.36 0.49 .67 0.47 0.52

Notes: The dependent variable indicates whether the student chose math versus literature in our lab-in-the-field experiment;
i.e., if they believe they are better in math than literature. For each of the control variables, an indicator controlling for whether
the answer is missing is included and interacted with the female variable. Robust standard errors, clustered at the class level,
are in parentheses. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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Table A.IV. Correlation between Students’ Choice of Math and Other Relevant Variables

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dep. Variable: Student Chose Math

Sample All All All Girls Boys

Girls -0.201*** -0.193*** -0.168***
(0.021) (0.022) (0.025)

Humanities high school -0.112*** -0.125** -0.032
(0.037) (0.053) (0.073)

STEM high school 0.130*** 0.179*** 0.075
(0.044) (0.065) (0.065)

Math grade (Pre-experiment) 0.164*** 0.166*** 0.168***
(0.014) (0.020) (0.020)

Italian grade (Pre-experiment) -0.123*** -0.128*** -0.135***
(0.018) (0.027) (0.029)

Overconfidence in Italian -0.108*** -0.095*** -0.111***
(0.021) (0.031) (0.033)

Overconfidence in math 0.113*** 0.115*** 0.094***
(0.018) (0.030) (0.028)

Std IAT 0.016 0.001 0.028*
(0.010) (0.016) (0.016)

Std explicit gender index -0.009 -0.014 -0.014
(0.012) (0.018) (0.015)

Mother works 0.020 0.063* -0.032
(0.021) (0.033) (0.035)

Share friends who chose math -0.066 -0.298*** -0.241***
(0.046) (0.063) (0.076)

Constant 0.627*** 0.623*** 0.309*** 0.256* 0.514***
(0.016) (0.011) (0.096) (0.138) (0.185)

Observations 2,511 2,511 2,412 1,206 1,206
R-squared 0.041 0.153 0.264 0.347 0.295
Mean dep var: Boys 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63
Mean dep var: Girls 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43
Class FE No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: The dependent variable indicates whether the student chose math; i.e., if they believe they are
better in math than literature. For each of the control variables, an indicator controlling for whether the
answer is missing is included and interacted with the female variable. Robust standard errors, clustered at
the class level, are in parentheses. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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Table A.V. Balance Table for Perceived Recommendation from Mother

Girls Boys
Chose Lit. Chose Math Diff Chose Lit. Chose Math Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Education level of mother: Primary or junior sec. 0.223 0.205 -0.018 0.198 0.173 -0.025
(0.026) (0.023)

Education level of mother: High school 0.412 0.366 -0.045 0.331 0.361 0.030
(0.030) (0.027)

Education level of mother: University 0.167 0.170 0.003 0.147 0.164 0.017
(0.021) (0.023)

Education level of father: Primary or junior sec. 0.262 0.223 -0.038 0.229 0.192 -0.036
(0.026) (0.024)

Education level of father: High school 0.383 0.350 -0.033 0.349 0.351 0.003
(0.030) (0.026)

Education level of father: University 0.129 0.130 0.001 0.112 0.122 0.010
(0.020) (0.017)

Lives with both parents 0.818 0.822 0.005 0.824 0.827 0.003
(0.022) (0.022)

Mother works 0.682 0.663 -0.019 0.715 0.649 -0.067**
(0.027) (0.026)

Father works 0.784 0.786 0.002 0.802 0.800 -0.002
(0.022) (0.026)

Low-wage job: Mother 0.248 0.262 0.014 0.286 0.235 -0.051**
(0.024) (0.025)

Medium- or high-wage job: Mother 0.225 0.205 -0.020 0.222 0.210 -0.013
(0.024) (0.024)

Other job: Mother 0.204 0.190 -0.013 0.202 0.199 -0.003
(0.020) (0.022)

Low-wage job: Father 0.222 0.256 0.034 0.261 0.262 0.002
(0.022) (0.026)

Medium- or high-wage job: Father 0.252 0.245 -0.006 0.227 0.254 0.027
(0.026) (0.024)

Other job: Father 0.301 0.266 -0.036 0.306 0.275 -0.031
(0.026) (0.026)

Has sister(s) 0.515 0.502 -0.013 0.541 0.482 -0.059**
(0.030) (0.029)

Has brother(s) 0.528 0.533 0.005 0.504 0.494 -0.010
(0.054) (0.054)

High school interest: Classic/humanistic 2.207 1.945 -0.261*** 1.984 1.886 -0.098
(0.059) (0.063)

High school interest: Applied sciences 2.116 2.372 0.256*** 2.269 2.652 0.383***
(0.070) (0.064)

Student chose math 0.279 0.617 0.339*** 0.472 0.781 0.309***
(0.028) (0.024)

Performance in math 1.335 1.407 0.071 1.302 1.436 0.133***
(0.052) (0.048)

Performance in Italian 1.502 1.414 -0.088* 1.187 1.273 0.086
(0.030) (0.026)

Student would choose logic task 0.266 0.473 0.207*** 0.434 0.639 0.206***
(0.027) (0.026)

Notes: In columns 1 and 4, we report the mean of each characteristic for the sample of girls and boys, respectively, who perceive their
mother would recommend literature. In columns 2 and 5, we report the mean of each characteristic for the sample of girls and boys,
respectively, who perceive their mother would recommend math. In the third column, we report the difference of the previous two
columns and the standard errors of the difference in brackets. Missing variables are not included in the table. Significance levels:
∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1. 46



Table A.VI. Balance Table for Perceived Recommendation from Father

Girls Boys
Chose Lit. Chose Math Diff Chose Lit. Chose Math Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Education level of mother: Primary or junior sec. 0.238 0.202 -0.036 0.218 0.170 -0.048**
(0.024) (0.024)

Education level of mother: High school 0.392 0.391 -0.001 0.309 0.365 0.056*
(0.029) (0.031)

Education level of mother: University 0.152 0.178 0.026 0.132 0.166 0.034
(0.023) (0.022)

Education level of father: Primary or junior sec. 0.307 0.207 -0.100*** 0.248 0.192 -0.055**
(0.024) (0.027)

Education level of father: High school 0.349 0.381 0.032 0.299 0.377 0.078**
(0.027) (0.030)

Education level of father: University 0.100 0.147 0.047** 0.096 0.128 0.032*
(0.019) (0.019)

Lives with both parents 0.812 0.824 0.012 0.824 0.825 0.002
(0.023) (0.027)

Mother works 0.666 0.678 0.012 0.676 0.686 0.009
(0.026) (0.032)

Father works 0.781 0.787 0.006 0.775 0.812 0.038
(0.024) (0.029)

Low-wage job: Mother 0.276 0.240 -0.035 0.304 0.241 -0.063**
(0.026) (0.028)

Medium- or high-wage job: Mother 0.213 0.218 0.005 0.162 0.244 0.083***
(0.025) (0.026)

Other job: Mother 0.171 0.214 0.043* 0.201 0.198 -0.003
(0.022) (0.025)

Low-wage job: Father 0.236 0.238 0.002 0.228 0.276 0.048*
(0.022) (0.026)

Medium- or high-wage job: Father 0.238 0.256 0.018 0.199 0.262 0.064**
(0.027) (0.024)

Other job: Father 0.296 0.279 -0.017 0.338 0.267 -0.071**
(0.028) (0.028)

Has sister(s) 0.530 0.496 -0.034 0.561 0.486 -0.075**
(0.031) (0.032)

Has brother(s) 0.541 0.523 -0.017 0.471 0.512 0.042
(0.053) (0.067)

High school interest: Classic/humanistic 2.136 2.066 -0.070 2.015 1.895 -0.120*
(0.062) (0.070)

High school interest: Applied sciences 2.006 2.364 0.358*** 2.260 2.558 0.299***
(0.066) (0.073)

Student chose math 0.205 0.563 0.359*** 0.336 0.766 0.430***
(0.027) (0.027)

Performance in math 1.307 1.403 0.096* 1.238 1.432 0.194***
(0.050) (0.049)

Performance in Italian 1.401 1.503 0.102* 1.100 1.289 0.189***
(0.028) (0.031)

Student would choose logic task 0.236 0.430 0.194*** 0.365 0.620 0.255***
(0.025) (0.029)

Notes: In columns 1 and 4, we report the mean of each characteristic for the sample of girls and boys, respectively, who perceive their
father would recommend literature. In columns 2 and 5, we report the mean of each characteristic for the sample of girls and boys,
respectively, who perceive their father would recommend math. In the third column, we report the difference of the previous two
columns and the standard errors of the difference in brackets. Missing variables are not included in the table. Significance levels:
∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1. 47



Table A.VII. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects by Perception of Parental Recommendation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Dep. Variable: Student Chose Math

Female Male

Panel A: Belief of Mother’s Advice

Treatment 1: Mothers’ Recommendation -0.214∗∗∗ -0.205∗∗∗ -0.193∗∗∗ -0.204∗∗∗ -0.148∗∗ -0.132∗ -0.096 -0.098
( 0.054) ( 0.064) ( 0.062) ( 0.064) ( 0.070) ( 0.077) ( 0.074) ( 0.075)

{0.001}∗∗∗ {0.004}∗∗∗ {0.006}∗∗∗ {0.004}∗∗∗ {0.040}∗∗ {0.075}∗ {0.169} {0.170}
Treatm. 1 × Mother suggests math 0.270∗∗∗ 0.218∗∗ 0.188∗ 0.197∗ 0.219∗∗ 0.219∗∗ 0.191∗∗ 0.176∗

( 0.092) ( 0.108) ( 0.108) ( 0.110) ( 0.086) ( 0.098) ( 0.094) ( 0.096)
{0.012}∗∗ {0.066}∗ {0.127} {0.132} {0.020}∗∗ {0.052}∗ {0.085}∗ {0.132}

Mother suggests math 0.193∗∗∗ 0.176∗∗ 0.160∗ 0.150∗ 0.351∗∗∗ 0.337∗∗∗ 0.311∗∗∗ 0.316∗∗∗

( 0.071) ( 0.085) ( 0.085) ( 0.085) ( 0.058) ( 0.064) ( 0.062) ( 0.062)

Panel B: Belief of Father’s Advice

Treatment 2: Fathers’ Recommendation -0.081 -0.040 -0.041 -0.028 -0.085 -0.097 -0.069 -0.078
( 0.064) ( 0.074) ( 0.075) ( 0.074) ( 0.073) ( 0.082) ( 0.079) ( 0.081)
{0.397} {0.700} {0.733} {0.852} {0.397} {0.441} {0.660} {0.601}

Treatm. 2 × Father suggests math 0.119 0.060 0.049 0.022 0.242∗∗∗ 0.213∗∗ 0.176∗ 0.186∗

( 0.089) ( 0.103) ( 0.107) ( 0.107) ( 0.085) ( 0.099) ( 0.095) ( 0.097)
{0.397} {0.700} {0.733} {0.852} {0.014}∗∗ {0.068}∗ {0.138} {0.126}

Father suggests math 0.319∗∗∗ 0.299∗∗∗ 0.279∗∗∗ 0.288∗∗∗ 0.419∗∗∗ 0.424∗∗∗ 0.411∗∗∗ 0.400∗∗∗

( 0.067) ( 0.081) ( 0.080) ( 0.080) ( 0.061) ( 0.068) ( 0.064) ( 0.064)

Class FE N Y Y Y N Y Y Y
Student Controls N N Y Y N N Y Y
Family controls N N N Y N N N Y

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the class level. FWER p-values are displayed in braces underneath standard errors.
Significance levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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Table A.VIII. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects by Perception of Peers’ Choice

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Dep. Variable: Student Chose Math

Female Male

Treatment 4: Disclosure to Peers -0.012 -0.101 -0.101 -0.101 -0.017 -0.064 -0.064 -0.064
( 0.077) ( 0.083) ( 0.083) ( 0.083) ( 0.072) ( 0.081) ( 0.081) ( 0.081)
{ 0.998} { 0.578} { 0.578} { 0.578} { 0.998} { 0.722} { 0.722} { 0.722}

Treatment 5: Interactions with Peers -0.113∗ -0.185∗∗∗ -0.185∗∗∗ -0.185∗∗∗ 0.056 0.009 0.009 0.009
( 0.064) ( 0.069) ( 0.069) ( 0.069) ( 0.062) ( 0.072) ( 0.072) ( 0.072)
{ 0.390} { 0.040}∗∗ { 0.040}∗∗ { 0.040}∗∗ { 0.892} { 0.895} { 0.895} { 0.895}

Treatm. 4 × “Math equal/More females” 0.018 0.113 0.113 0.113 0.104 0.168 0.168 0.168
( 0.106) ( 0.113) ( 0.113) ( 0.113) ( 0.100) ( 0.106) ( 0.106) ( 0.106)
{ 0.998} { 0.687} { 0.687} { 0.687} { 0.848} { 0.357} { 0.357} { 0.357}

Treatm. 5 × “Math equal/More females” 0.069 0.184∗ 0.184∗ 0.184∗ -0.018 0.052 0.052 0.052
( 0.100) ( 0.105) ( 0.105) ( 0.105) ( 0.099) ( 0.110) ( 0.110) ( 0.110)
{ 0.945} { 0.302} { 0.302} { 0.302} { 0.998} { 0.812} { 0.812} { 0.812}

“Math equal/More females” 0.032 -0.036 -0.036 -0.036 -0.204∗∗∗ -0.279∗∗∗ -0.279∗∗∗ -0.279∗∗∗

( 0.075) ( 0.087) ( 0.087) ( 0.087) ( 0.066) ( 0.069) ( 0.069) ( 0.069)

Class FE N Y Y Y N Y Y Y
Student controls N N Y Y N N Y Y
Family controls N N N Y N N N Y

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the class level. FWER p-values are displayed in braces underneath standard errors.
Significance levels: ∗∗∗ p< 0.01, ∗∗ p< 0.05, ∗ p< 0.1.
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B Appendix: Students’ Survey

In this section, we report the most relevant questions asked in the experiment (C.1, Part
I: Experiment) and in the questionnaire (C.2, Part II: Questionnaire).

B.1 Part I: Experiment
After eliciting information on socio-demographic characteristics (i.e., place and date of
birth, name of the school, grade in which they were enrolled, etc.), we told students the
following:

• “You will now be asked to complete 6 multiple-choice questions, 3 in math and 3
in Italian. You will gain two points for each correct question instead of one in the
subject you choose, either math or Italian. In the other subject, you will gain only
one point for each correct question. In the past, students who completed these
questions were on average equally likely to provide correct answers in math and
in Italian.”

At this point, students were randomly assigned into five different treatment groups
and a control group using a computer program. Each treatment group received a differ-
ent type of information before reporting their perceived comparative advantage in math
compared to literature. Figure B.I reports the questions asked to each group.

Then, we elicited the following information:

• “In which subject do you think your MALE classmates (who are in the classroom
at the moment) have chosen to gain 2 points for each correct answer? Options:
(a) all of them chose math; (b) all of them chose math except for 1 or 2; (c) all of
them chose math except for 3 or 4; (d) half chose math and half chose Italian; (e)
all of them chose Italian except for 3 or 4; (f) all of them chose Italian except for
1 or 2; (g) all of them chose Italian.”

• “In which subject do you think your FEMALE classmates (who are in the class-
room at the moment) have chosen to gain 2 points for each correct answer? Op-
tions: (a) all of them chose math; (b) all of them chose math except for 1 or 2;
(c) all of them chose math except for 3 or 4; (d) half chose math and half chose
Italian; (e) all of them chose Italian except for 3 or 4; (f) all of them chose Italian
except for 1 or 2; (g) all of them chose Italian.”

• “Assume you are asked to complete one of the following two tasks. On which of
these tasks do you expect to be better at? You can choose one task only, even if
you think you will do equally well in both. Options: (a) a task that requires math
and logic skills; (b) a task that requires communication and organizational skills
(e.g., present a summary to the class).”

5. Now answer the math and literature questions. The order of the questions was
randomized at the individual level.
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Figure B.I. Experimental Design

Treatment 1: Mother 
Recommendation

Treatment 2: Father
Recommendation

Treatment 3: Disclosure 
to Parents 

Treatment 4: Disclosure to  
Peers

Treatment 5: Interactions 
with Peers

Control

“Think about your mother. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your father. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“After the questionnaire, 
we will tell your parents 

which subject you 
choose.”

“After the questionnaire, we will create 2 
groups of students: those in the class who 
choose to get double points in math will stand 
up and move to the right side of the room, 
while the students who will choose to get 
double point in Italian will stand up and move 
to the left side of the room to hand the tablets 
to the researchers.”

“After the questionnaire, we will create 2 
groups of students: those in the class who 
choose to get double points in math will stand 
up and move to the right side of the room, 
while the students who will choose to get 
double point in Italian will stand up and move 
to the left side of the room to hand the tablets 
to the researchers. The two groups will work
together in a task related to the subject
chosen.

Main Outcome: “Do you want to get 2 points for each correct question in math or Italian? You can choose one subject only. 
To get the highest possible total score, choose the subject in which you think you are better at.

“Think about your father. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your mother. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your mother. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your mother. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your mother. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your mother. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your father. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your father. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your father. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

“Think about your father. 
Which subject would she 

recommend you to choose
between math or 

literature?”

Notes: These figures summarize the experimental design and the order of the questions observed by
students assigned to the treatments or control group.
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B.2 Part II: Questionnaire
B.2.1 Implicit Association Test

We invited students to complete a seven-block IAT following the schematic overview
presented in Table B.I. Half of the students completed the IAT as presented in the table,
while the other half completed the IAT with the blocks in the following order: 1, 5, 6,
7, 2, 3, and 4 (“order incompatible” IAT). The order of the two schemes was randomly
selected at the individual level. The blocks used to calculate the IAT score are blocks 3,
4, 6, and 7. The number of words that must be categorized is 20 in blocks 3 and 6, and 40
in blocks 4 and 7, as in the standard IAT 7-blocks. The measure of implicit stereotypes
is calculated as the difference in reaction time between the task in which scientific fields
and male names are on the same side of the screen and the task in which scientific fields
and female names are on the same side of the screen. The scoring procedure follows
the guidelines of the improved scoring algorithm defined by Greenwald et al. (2003).

Table B.I. IAT: Blocks

Blocks Left Categories Right Categories
1 Maschio (male) Femmina (female)
2 Scientifico (scientific) Umanistico (humanistic)
3 Maschio (male) and sci-

entifico (scientific)
Femmina (female) and
umanistico (humanistic)

4 Maschio (male) and sci-
entifico (scientific)

Femmina (female) and
umanistico (humanistic)

5 Umanistico (humanistic) scientifico (scientific)
6 Maschio (male) and

umanistico (humanistic)
Femmina (female) and
scientifico (scientific)

7 Maschio (male) and
Umanistico (humanistic)

Femmina (female) and
scientifico (scientific)

Table B.II summarizes the stimuli presented within each category, while Figure B.II
shows a screenshot of the tablet.
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Table B.II. IAT: Categories

Categories Stimuli
Maschio (male) Luca, Federico, Matteo, Alberto, Da-

vide, Alessandro
Femmina (female) Anna, Martina, Laura, Giulia,

Chiara, Alessia
Scientifico (scientific) Matematica (math), fisica (physics),

scienze (science), chimica (chem-
istry), ingegneria (engineering), cal-
colo (calculus)

Humanistic (umanistico) Lettere (literature), Italiano (Italian),
filosofia (philosophy), letteratura (lit-
erature), storia (history), lingue (lan-
guages)

Figure B.II. Screenshot of the IAT

B.2.2 Self-Reported Answers and Background

1. Below you will find a list of some types of high schools. How interested would
you be to continue your studies in each of these schools? [Select from answer
choices: “Not at all interested,” “Not very interested,” “Somewhat interested,”
“Very interested,” “I don’t know this school”]

– Vocational high school

– Technical high school (economic sub-track)

– Technical high school (technological sub-track)

– Academic high school: Scientific with applied sciences

– Academic high school: Scientific

– Academic high school: Classic
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– Academic high school: Languages

– Academic high school: Artistic

– Academic high school: Human sciences

2. You said you are “Somewhat interested” or “Very interested” in the scientific high
school (with applied sciences). Why? You can select more than one option.

– I like math and/or technology.

– I think it creates good opportunities (university/jobs).

– My parents think I should choose this school.

– My teachers think I should choose this school.

– I want the majority of my classmates to be male.

– I want to be in class/school with my friends.

– None of the reasons above.

3. You said you are “Not very interested” or “Not at all interested” in the scientific
high school (with applied sciences). Why? You can select more than one option.

– I don’t like math and/or technology.

– I think the opportunities (university/jobs) it creates are not interesting.

– My parents think I shouldn’t choose this school.

– My teachers think I shouldn’t choose this school.

– I’m concerned I might fail my class.

– I don’t want the majority of my classmates to be male.

– I want to be in class/school with my friends.

– None of the reasons above.

B.2.3 Gender Differences

State how much you agree with the following statements.
[Select from answer choices “Strongly disagree,” “Disagree,” “Agree,” “Strongly agree”]

4. There are biological differences in men’s and women’s innate mathematical and
scientific abilities.

5. Earning money to support the family is a father’s responsibility.

6. Taking care of the house and children is a mother’s responsibility.

7. A psychologist is not a job suitable for men.

8. A computer programmer is not a job suitable for women.

9. Even if they work hard, women cannot be good at football.

10. Even if they work hard, men cannot be good at cooking.
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B.2.4 Friendship

11. Who are your 5 best friends in this class? Select the number that corresponds to
their position in the class list. [Multiple-choice question]

12. You have to choose two good classmates to solve with you a complicated math problem.
You can indicate up to two students and also you can include yourself. Select the number
that corresponds to their position in the class list. [Multiple-choice question]

13. You have to choose two good classmates to solve with you a complicated Italian/grammar
exercise.
You can indicate up to two students and also you can include yourself. Select the number
that corresponds to their position in the class list. [Multiple-choice question]

B.2.5 Background

Finally, we elicited information on students’ siblings and parents, including information
on their parents’ level of education and occupation.

C Online Appendix: Parents’ Questionnaire

C.1 Math/Literature Task
1. We will ask students taking part in this research to complete 3 multiple-choice

questions in math and 3 multiple-choice questions in Italian/grammar. They will
gain 2 points for each correct answer in the subject they choose between math
and Italian. In the other subject, they will gain one point for each correct answer.
They should choose the subject they think they are better at.

Which subject would you recommend your child to choose?

Note: In the past, students have done equally well in math and Italian. His/her answers
will be graded by a computer. Which subject do you think your child is going to
choose? In which subject does he/she believe to be better at?

2. Compared to his/her classmates, how well do you think he/she has done in an-
swering the questions? Choose a number between 1 (worst 10% of the class) and
10 (best 10% of the class).

1. MATH questions [Select a number from 0 to 10]

2. ITALIAN questions [Select a number from 0 to 10]

3. If we asked you to answer 6 multiple-choice questions, 3 in math and 3 in Ital-
ian/grammar, in which subject do you think you would do better? You can choose
only one subject, even if you think you are good at both.

– MATH

– ITALIAN
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4. Assume your child is asked to complete one of the following tasks. On which of
these tasks do you expect him/her to be better at?

You can only choose one task, even if you think he/she would do equally well in
both.

– A task that requires math and logic skills

– A task that requires communication and organizational skills (e.g., present
a summary to the class)
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